GDSG 2015/1/2
Gourock-Dunoon Ferry Service Future Contract
Service requirement
1. The Scottish Government has set out its policy position in the 2012 Ferries Plan:
“The Scottish Government’s policy position is unchanged: we would like to see a
vehicle and passenger ferry service on the town centre route.”1
2. The European Commission (EC) confirmed in their Decision of October 2009 2
that:
“The winning bidder will be allowed to provide an unrestricted commercial
vehicle transport service, subject to appropriate accountancy measures and
audit monitoring to prevent cross subsidisation from the passenger service to
the commercial vehicle service”.
And that3
“However, the Commission considers that in principle it is possible in the
future to legitimately define a SGEI4 for passenger transport on this route,
including the possibility to carry out commercial activities on the basis of a
combined passenger/vehicle vessel. This would not per se constitute a
manifest error, provided that its characteristics are precisely defined in a legal
Act.”
3. Under the terms of the EC Decision, only passengers travelling on this route can
be subsidised5 and the Scottish Government has therefore proceeded since October
2009 on the basis that it can only advertise and contract for a passenger service; a
vehicle-carrying service would have to be provided by the operator at their own
volition and at their own commercial risk.
4. At the request of the Steering Group, exchanges have taken place with EC
officials on whether the next operator could be required to carry vehicles at their own
commercial risk. The EC have responded (see Annex B) that Member States may
impose a Public Service Obligation (PSO) or conclude a Public Service Contract
(PSC) only if they have determined that the transport service in question would be
inadequate if its provision was left to market forces alone; and that the PSO or PSC
must be necessary and proportionate to the aim of ensuring the adequacy of
transport services.
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5. This is consistent with the EC Decision and with the Commission’s more recent
Communication on Services of General Economic Interest6:
“48. The Commission thus considers that it would not be appropriate to attach
specific public service obligations to an activity which is already provided or can
be provided satisfactorily and under conditions, such as price, objective quality
characteristics, continuity and access to the service, consistent with the public
interest, as defined by the State, by undertakings operating under normal market
conditions. As for the question of whether a service can be provided by the
market, the Commission's assessment is limited to checking whether the Member
State has made a manifest error.”
6. Member States have wide margin in discretion in defining an SGEI and PSOs
subject to the Commission’s assessment of whether this constitutes a “manifest
error”
7. The view of the Dunoon Gourock Ferry Action Group (see Annex C, paragraph
2.1) is that:
“the Scottish Government would not be committing a ‘manifest error’ if it were
to seek to restore a vehicle carrying service… by requiring that future services
should carry vehicles”.
8. In their analysis of the Commission’s most recent response (see Annex C),
DGFAG have noted that (not an exhaustive list):


Western Ferries’ timetable “makes use of at most 3 ferries” and the loss of the
Cowal Ferries’ hourly service on the town centre route has removed the “high
degree of certainty of getting on the next sailing” of either service; and that this
“undermines the viability of Cowal as a location from which people can commute
by vehicle” as it requires users to catch a ferry 20 minutes earlier than
previously”.



A public inquiry in 1992 concluded that many businesses in Dunoon would suffer
hardship if the vehicle ferry service was removed from the town centre due to
reliance on passing trade. More recently, Dunoon, with Campbeltown, has been
ranked as Scotland’s most vulnerable town7;



The “removal of a transport route results in a loss of traffic, with an 11% loss
being a rough and probably conservative guide”8.



In terms of market need, the MVA study concluded that a new town centre
vehicle service, using 2 vessels, would be able to capture the majority (56%) of
vehicle traffic. For DGFAG, “the clear implication of that is that currently the
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majority of vehicle traffic is being disadvantaged, by being forced to take its least
preferred route, to the advantage of the private operator”.
9. The view of the Scottish Government is that a requirement to provide a vehiclecarrying service, without subsidy and at the commercial risk of the operator, would
be highly likely to be deemed by the Commission to be a manifest error. This is for
the following reasons:


the various communications from the Commission make clear that a future
operator cannot be required to provide a vehicle-carrying service just because
that is the policy of the Scottish Government and/or the predicted preferred route
of a large number of users (56% according to the MVA study);



a requirement to provide a vehicle-ferry service would exclude bids from
operators wishing to provide a passenger-only service. This is likely to be a
breach of procurement law;



if a vehicle-carrying service could be considered an SGEI then it would, in
principle, be eligible for subsidy (subject to compliance with State aid rules).
However the EC Decision is clear that only passengers can be subsidised on the
town centre service;



in order to justify that a vehicle-carrying service was an SGEI, the Scottish
Government would need to conclude that the vehicle-ferry service provided by
Western Ferries is “inadequate”;



the Commission have commented in their letter of 12 February 2015 (see Annex)
that:
“Based on the information provided to us it seems that the vehicular service is
sufficiently provided by the market and therefore there is no need to establish a
PSO/PSC”9.

[we may get further reaction from the EC before the 5 May meeting]
Options
10. The options set out in the Steering Group paper GDSG 2014/2/4 can be
expanded to three:
(1) tender for a passenger only subsidy and encourage bidders to provide an
unsubsidised vehicle-carrying service at their own commercial risk;
(2) specify a passenger-only service;
(3) tender for a vehicle-passenger service with only the passenger element
subsidised.
9

Western Ferries operate 40+ timetabled return sailings per day from 0610 – 2230 (2400 at
weekends) and also provide a 24-hour ‘blue light’ service. Crossing time is 20 minutes.
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Risks
11. Paper GDSG 2014/2/4 compared the pros and cons of the first 2 options. The
following is our assessment of the risks around option 3.


The likelihood of the complaint to the EC (and potentially a legal challenge in the
courts) is considered by the Scottish Government to be high. This would most
likely be a challenge based on a breach of procurement law (see paragraph 9).



The probability of success of such a complaint is considered to be high.



The impact of a successful challenge is considered to be high (see below).



The likelihood of no operator coming forward to bid when required to provide a
vehicle-carrying service at their own risk is considered to be moderate;



If a contract and service went ahead without successful challenge, and assuming
that the successful bidder had acted with due diligence, the risk that the vehicle
ferry service would fail to at least break-even is considered to be low. However,
the impact if this risk materialised is considered to be high as it would put the
whole contracted service, including the subsidised passenger element, at risk of
default and premature termination.

Consequences
12. Depending on the timing of an EC or Court decision (e.g. before contract award,
before or after service commencement) the consequences could include:





The suspension or cancellation of the tendering exercise
The termination of shipbuilding contracts, with financial penalties
The repayment of subsidies paid to the service operator
Compensation claims from the successful and unsuccessful bidders

13. Further indirect consequences could include:



Significant reputational damage to the Scottish Ministers and to the members of
the Steering Group;
Potentially, a reopening of the Commission’s 2009 Decision and a renewed threat
to the continuation of a passenger subsidy.

Transport Scotland
April 2015
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Annex A
See separate DGFAG paper: “Dunoon Gourock ferry tender: Community response to
questions posed by the European Commission”
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Annex B
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Annex C
Correspondence from DGFAG to the European Commission
1

2

2.1

In its Ferry Services Plan the Scottish Government has stated that it wishes to
have the return of a vehicle carrying ferry service on the Dunoon Gourock
town centre ferry route [1]. A vehicle service had operated on the route from
1954 until July/2011.
The tendering exercise that resulted in the current passenger only service
demonstrated that market forces alone would not achieve the vehicle carrying
service which the Scottish Government believes is in the public interest.
The European Commission has recognised that Member States have a wide
margin for discretion in defining the need of a public service and in the extent
9

of such service – subject to there not being a “manifest error” in the
assessment [2]
It is not believed that the Scottish Government would be committing a
“manifest error” if it were to seek to restore a vehicle carrying on the Dunoon
Gourock town centre route by requiring that future services should carry
vehicles.
3

3.1

Prior to withdrawal of the vehicle service from the Dunoon-Gourock town
centre route the only extreme traffic build-up was at Cowal Games, or when
services were disrupted by weather. Removal of the town centre route has
increased the frequency of this occurrence.
Importantly it also impacted on the ability to deal with the extreme traffic at
Cowal Games. There can be no doubt that the increased uncertainty over
travel queue times for bands and judges contributed to Cowal Games losing it
status as a “Major” pipe band competition. This resulted in the number of
bands attending the event dropping to 24 in 2014 from the previous norm of
130-150.
It should also be noted that the passenger only service proved unpopular with
foot passengers visiting Dunoon on Cowal Games Saturday. The previous
vehicle service carried 10,866 passengers in 2010, this slumped by 35.9% to
6,978 in 2011 following the introduction of a passenger only service. This
decline continued in 2012 with a drop to 5,974 passengers and in 2013 with a
drop to 5,721 only 52% of those carried in 2010. Loss of the “major”
competition lead to a further drop in 2014 to 3,743 passengers – just 34% of
the 2010 numbers [3]
As Cowal Games is the main economic event in the Cowal calendar this is
extremely damaging to the local economy.
Yes traffic congestion does occur in other locations. However in this case
traffic congestion has been increased by loss of the town centre ferry service
and it has had a negative impact on the ability of a fragile local economy to
retain and attract large events.
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4.1

The private operator has 4 vessels each of which can carry 40 cars giving a
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potential capacity of 160 vehicles per hour. However it is in the interest of the
operator to maximise the number of vehicles carried on each ferry crossing
and its timetable makes use of at most 3 ferries.
Prior to loss of the town centre vehicle service it was possible to arrive at
either ferry service with a high degree of certainty of getting on the next
sailing. That certainty no-longer exists even when exception events are not
occurring. This is damaging because it undermines the viability of Cowal as a
location from which people can commute by vehicle. Catching a ferry 20
minutes earlier than previously Mon-Fri for 46 weeks a year equates to 77
hours/annum an extra burden of roughly 2 working weeks spent travelling.
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5.1

Removal of vehicle carrying on the town centre route had been proposed
previously and legislation at the time required a Public Inquiry. This was held
by the Scottish Transport Users Consultative Committee (STUCC) [7]. The
Committee observed “92. Many businesses in Dunoon would suffer hardship
if the car ferry services did not call at Dunoon Pier as many tourists use
Dunoon Pier as a gateway to the Cowal Peninsula and businesses in Dunoon
rely on passing trade for their livelihood”. The committee recommended
“Caledonian MacBrayne Ltd. should in no circumstances be permitted to
withdraw from this route in view of the serious hardship, inconvenience,
difficulty and the knock-on effect that would be caused to users of the service.
This is the unanimous view of the Committee”
Dunoon, jointly with Campbeltown , has now been ranked as Scotland’s most
vulnerable town [4]. It is recognised that removal of a transport route results in
a loss of traffic, with an 11% loss being a rough and probably conservative
guide [5]. Dunoon will have suffered the same economic impacts as other
communities across Scotland, but loss of the town centre vehicle ferry service
cannot be viewed as other than an additional negative impact.
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6.1

The objective of the MVA study was to investigate financial viability. It does
however also contain evidence of market need. The study showed that using
only two vessels the service would be financially feasible and would capture
the majority of vehicle traffic. The clear implication of that is that currently the
11

majority of vehicle traffic is being disadvantaged, by being forced to take its
least preferred route, to the advantage of the private operator.
Furthermore the recently published accounts of the private operator show that
the market is distorted. The private operator has returned a gross profit of
44.4% of Sales for the year ended 31/March/2014, 27.9% net. By any
standards this is exceptionally high. Tellingly though the strategic report
indicates a decrease in passenger numbers by 2.2% yet a turnover increase
of 0.5%. This indicates that the operator was able to increase prices by 2.7%
despite falling passenger number and is an indicator that advantage is starting
to be taken of a monopoly position to the detriment of the wider local
economy.

7
7.1

One local haulage operator has chosen to no-longer use ferries to Cowal
instead travelling by road. Anecdotal evidence suggests that other large
commercial vehicle traffic is avoiding the remaining ferry crossing, it is not
clear if this is because of queuing or costs. The private operator does not
publish its rates for commercial traffic.
Items not addressed in letter
Other issues;
1. The ferry routes form part of the public transport network. Restoring
resilience, diversity and choice by resuming vehicle carrying on the
town centre route is a legitimate objective. The landslide risk on the A83
at the “rest and be thankful” being a specific example of where there is
benefit in having alternatives.
2. The former town centre vehicle service reduced vehicular traffic through
Gourock. The MVA report has concluded that most traffic would use the
town centre route if it was operated without restrictions. Improving the
environment by reducing the flow of vehicular traffic through Gourock is
a legitimate objective.
3. Larger ferries than those currently in use are required to provide a
reliable service, yet the present ferries already have adequate
passenger carrying capacity. Common sense dictates that the larger
vessels should be used to obtain the benefits of carrying vehicles. The
STUCC Public Inquiry had concluded “102. A roll on/off service is
required for Dunoon and Cowal and it is illogical to separate the
passenger service from the cars and commercial vehicles”[7]
4. A passenger service will receive a subsidy. However, as demonstrated
by the MVA report, a vehicle carrying service would return very
substantially more funds in Harbour Dues at both Gourock and Dunoon.
The overall cost of a Vehicle and Passenger service to the public purse
would therefore be significantly less than that of a passenger only
service. It is reasonable to take into consideration how to obtain the
required services at the least the overall cost to the community.
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8.1

As noted earlier the Scottish Government’s policy is to restore a vehicle
service on the route and the previous tendering exercise has
demonstrated that leaving the matter to market forces alone would not
accomplish this.
It would appear to be within the discretion of the Scottish Government to
mandate that vehicles should be carried on a future Dunoon-Gourock
town centre ferry service.
Taking into account the factors above the Scottish Government would
not appear to be making a “manifest error” in deciding that restoring a
vehicle service, that had been in place since 1954, would be in the public
interest.
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For brevity several paragraphs on cost allocation are omitted ….

9.1

Many different methods of attempting a pro-rata sharing of costs are available.
However we are strongly of the opinion that all such methodologies are
essentially arbitrary and do not represent in any real sense a ‘true’
apportionment of costs.
We would suggest that were a vehicle and passenger service to be introduced
the financial situation would be analogous to one where “..the undertaking that
is to discharge public service obligations, in a specific case, is not chosen
pursuant to a public procurement procedure which would allow for the
selection of the tender capable of providing those services at the least cost to
the community”.
In that situation the Court of Justice of the European Union advised that “the
level of compensation needed must be determined on the basis of an analysis
of the costs that a typical undertaking, well-run and adequately provided with
the relevant means, would have incurred.” [6]
In essence that is “incremental costs”. Incremental Costs is a way of allocating
13

common costs, the Commission State aid decision (C 16/2008) did not
prescribe pro-rata cost sharing or any specific method.
Furthermore “incremental costs” arrives at a compensation figure which could
deliver an actual working service and can therefore be considered realistic and
true. It would after all be the actual compensation that would have to be paid
for a passenger only service.
More detail on Cost Allocation and the case for using Incremental Costs is
given in a separate paper.
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